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From here:

Dr. McCullough's Speech at the European Parliament (rumble.com)

Big h.t to Jeff Childers here

Here are Jeff’s notes:

“Dr. McCullough named names, called out individuals like Jerome Powell and Peter
Daszak, and encouraged the EU to completely withdraw from the W.H.O.,
persuasively arguing the international health agency is a sold-out co-conspirator in a
harmful bio-pharmaceutical syndicate.

As usual, Dr. McCullough did not mince words. Here’s just a tiny sample of how he
characterized the WHO:

“The WHO has played an adverse role from the very beginning, deceiving the world
on the origins of SARS-CoV-2… they effectively created an environment of scientific
nihilism.”

The longest section of his presentation was about the vaccines. But it was worth it,
since Dr. McCullough summarized everything we know for sure — what we can prove
— about the horrible jabs and their devastating injuries. First, McCullough described
the single biggest problem with the mRNA shot — it’s made of a toxic protein that
never goes away:

The vaccines have ravaged the population of the world…  the genetic code for the
potentially-lethal spike protein part of the virus.  It was the worst idea ever to install
the genetic code by injection, and allow unbridled production of a potentially lethal
protein in the human body for an uncontrolled duration of time.

Everything we’ve learned about the vaccines since they came out is horrifying. There’s
not a single study showing that the messenger RNA is broken down. Because it’s
pseudo-uridinated. It’s made synthetically. It cannot be broken down. There’s not one
study showing it  leaves the body.

We now have papers by [Kestroyuda-sp?] who demonstrates the messenger RNA
circulating for a month.

That’s as long as they’ve looked!

We have the spike protein — the lethal protein from the vaccines — found in the
human body after vaccination, circulating at least for six months, if not longer, and if
people take another injection in another six months, that’s another installation, and
more circulating, potentially-lethal spike protein.

Next, McCullough organized officially-verified vaccine injuries into four groups, or
“domains”: cardiovascular, neurologic, blood clots, and immunologic problems. His
list is understandably incomplete. I completely understand why McCullough omitted
other emerging domains such as turbo-cancers. The link between turbo cancer and
the jabs is not yet sufficiently proven in the literature or recognized by regulatory
agencies, and the credibility that has propelled McCullough to speaking at the EU
lies in his careful, scientific precision.

Let’s dig in. Here’s Dr. McCullough’s description of the first group of jab injuries:
heart attacks.

The spike protein is proven in 3,400 peer-reviewed manuscripts to cause four major
domains of disease.

Number one is cardiovascular disease: heart inflammation, or myocarditis. Every
regulatory agency agrees the vaccines cause myocarditis.

I’m a cardiologist. When there’s myocarditis, people cannot exert themselves in
athletics. It will cause cardiac arrest. And yet, across Europe and across the U.S.,
sports leagues have been injecting young people who had no medical necessity, no
clinical indication, and we have seen a montage of cardiac arrests in young
individuals.

I’m telling you — as an expert cardiologist — these cardiac arrest are due to the
covid-19 vaccine until proven otherwise. They are.

The cardiovascular domain of damage in the human body from the vaccine is
substantial. More than anything we’ve ever seen with cholesterol, high blood
pressure, or diabetes.

Next, Dr. McCullough turned to brain damage:

The second domain is neurologic disease. Stroke, both acitic and hemorrhagic,
Guillain-Barre syndrome, ascending paralysis, which can lead to death, and which has
lead to death, with messenger RNA vaccines. Which is agreed to by all of our
regulatory agencies. Small fiber neuropathy, numbness and tingling, ringing in the
ears, headaches. These are all common.

Next, Dr. McCullough described group three: the nightmarish, tapeworm-sized types
of blood clots that doctors have never squished into before:

Blood clots. Blood clots like we’ve never seen before. The spike protein is the most
thrombogenic protein we’ve even seen in human medicine. It’s found IN the blood
clots.

The spike protein causes blood clots. Blood clots bigger and more resistant to blood
thinners than we’ve ever experienced in human medicine. I have patients with blood
clots going on two years now and they are not dissolving with conventional blood
thinners due to these vaccines.

We can’t get these [clots] out of the body. [Probably because] we can’t get the
messenger RNA or the spike protein out of the body, as it is continually produced.

Finally, Dr. McCullough described the fourth domain of recognized injury: wrecked
immune systems:

The fourth and last domain: Immunologic abnormalities. Vaccine-induced
thrombotic thrombocytopenia and multi-system inflammatory disorder are early-
acute syndromes, well-described, published, they have their own acronyms, all
agreed-to by the agencies.

Having laid out all these potential types of injuries, and knowing most of his audience
was probably jabbed, Dr. McCullough then addressed the elephant in the room:
Who’s next?

So, all of you in the room and all of you listening online are asking, Is it me? Is it my
family member? Is it my loved one? Who is going to be the next person to drop after
the vaccine? We’ve seen cardiac arrests now two years after these shots. Two years.

I’m the senior author on the largest autopsy study ever assembled of death after
covid-19 vaccination. Worldwide. We searched the literature, 600 papers, all the
clinical findings, we reviewed them with contemporary knowledge, [using] experts in
pathology and clinical medicine.

Our conclusion: 73.9% of the deaths after vaccination are due to the vaccine. When
it’s suspected myocarditis, it’s 100% of the time that it’s due to the vaccine.

Before I get to the good news, the final bit that I transcribed for you was Dr.
McCullough’s warning to the ministers not to believe the latest fake narrative that
“long covid” is causing the excess deaths:

The first false narrative was the virus is unassailable, we have to stay in lockdown and
be fearful. The second false narrative is take a vaccine, it’s safe and effective. We are
now seeing a third false narrative. The third false narrative is: it’s not the vaccine
causing these problems, it’s covid.

Don’t fall for the false narrative. The medical literature at this point in time is
compelling. The Bradford-Hill criteria for causality have been fulfilled. The vaccines
are causing this enormous wave of illness.

At the very end of his segment, right before calling for the covid vaccines to be pulled
from the market, and after all that bad news, Dr. McCullough offered something
hopeful. He said the studies are showing that somewhere between 4% and 7% of the
jab batches account for almost all officially-recognized jab injuries. So, with regard to
the recognized domains of injury, there’s a good chance that any particular person got
a safe batch with no reported injuries at all (about a third) or even more likely, a batch
with only very rare injuries (all the rest).”

Great work Jeff and of course Dr McCullough!

Onwards!

Please buy a subscription or donate a coffee (I drink a lot of coffee) - “God Bless You!”
if you can’t or don’t want to contribute. Coffee donations here: https://ko-
fi.com/peterhalligan - an annual subscription of 100 bucks is one third less than a $3
coffee a week!
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It is DISOBEDIENCE to the official narrative that sends these psychos into a rage quenched only by

extreme violence.

In their twisted minds, such violence is entirely justified in the service of coercing obedience. They

actually believe themselves to be HEROES - protecting their new religion.

These psychopaths are a lost cause. They are too far gone. Unsalvageable. One can only hope they

keel over after their 6th or 7th transfection of the Deathvax

™

 and are no longer able to violently

assault anyone.
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Very insightful article. But how can there be such a thing as a safe batch of injections, period?
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Final Day of Fire Sale of unused C19 equipment in New York

City! Previous sales of all kinds of protective gear and

equipment sold for less…

From here: Public Surplus: Surplus Auctions for New York City Department of Citywide
Administrative ServicesPeter’s Newsletter is a reader-supported…
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Post-mortem on the C19 pandemic – 6 million avoidable C19

deaths plus 36 million vaxx deaths (mostly in India from

Oxford/AstraZeneca shots…

This analysis excludes fiscal spending running to trillions that governments around the
world wasted on throwing out prior pandemic planning and decades…
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Analysis of 13 months UK data shows "vaccines" cause more

deaths for all age groups

The cure is worse than the disease
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